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 Surprises and innovations never cease at Teos     

 Dear guest, In the upcoming days, when you come to our marina, 

you will see 15 new pedal bicycles and new bike racks labelled "Teos 

Marina" at all pier entrances and docks. By this means, we aim 

maintaining an environmentally friendly and healthy attitude in a 

way that suits Citta Slow Sığacık, as you will be able to bike from 

one point of the marina to the other. It will not only facilitate your 

transportation, but will also keep you healthy. You may leave the 

bikes at one of the bike racks in the marina after biking. While using 

the bicycles; If you are going out of the marina for a short period of 

time, we kindly ask you to inform our security staff at the gate 

where you will exit, notify the bike number and the name of your 

boat and to secure the bike outside the marina with the bike lock 

you will get from our security personnel. In order to maintain our 

motivation in diversifying and improving our services, we kindly 

request you to take care not to leave them anywhere except for bike 

racks, to report any malfunctions to our front office, to keep them 

clean and to protect them. In addition, electric bicycle charging stations have been installed at 3 points in 

Teos Marina. The residents of Teos Marina will be able to charge their electric bicycles right in front of the 

building, while meeting their needs such as shower, toilet, personal care and washing dishes in Sanitary units. 

Moreover, the electricity usage for charging will be for free. We care about your comfort as a member of Teos 

Marina Family, so we work enthusiastically with our entire team to provide exceptional services. Stay tuned 

for our new surprises. It’s time to pedal and enjoy being in Teos Marina...    

The historical meeting has 

been postponed to 30 May 

Teos Marina is preparing to host a historical meeting. Turkish 

sailors who sailed on trails of Oda & Sadun Boro, the first Turkish 

sailors that made a world tour with the sailboat “Kısmet” between 

1965 and 1968, will gather at Teos Marina on Sunday, May 30, at 

14:00. First planned on April 25, the event was postponed due to 

pandemic restrictions. The event will be broadcast live on Teos 

Marina's Youtube, Facebook and Instagram pages. 14 sailors will 

meet at Teos Marina to talk about their world tour adventures and 

answer the questions of the audience. There will also be videos 

sent by other Turkish sailors who have traveled around the world 

and could not make it to Teos Marina. 

Under the moderation of journalist and writer Turgay Noyan, this 

event will be first of its kind to be dedicated to the memory of Oda 

and Sadun Boro as the Turkish globetrotters will come together 

under one roof for the first time.   



 All aboard for some upcycling! 

 Handbags upcycled from sails that have completed 

their journey in the seas set sail for brand new voyages. 

Designer Hüner Aldemir, who has been producing bags 

using idle sail fabrics since 2016, first started to work 

with bags he created from abandoned fabric and pieces 

at the Haliç Shipyard for the Pavilion of Turkey at the 

15th International Architecture Exhibition held up in 

Venice Biennale. Then he created a unique collection. 

According to Hüner Aldemir, the designer who saves the 

sails that will go to waste and turns them into a product in a completely 

different form, "Upcycling means making something usable by adding more 

value to an unusable material." 

A unique art scented sea with Gargalak … 

Tree branches and logs dragged on land by the waves are called driftwood in English, and in our language 

they are called yalos, gargalak, lodos board or flood. Some pieces of branches that rot, discolored and bent 

depending on the circumstances of seasides and riversides turn into woods in a barbecue or stove, while some 

others turn into works of art. Of course, the art form would always be unique and original. 

As the branches that form the raw material of this art cannot be bought from any place, they have to be 

collected from the coasts of the bays. These wood chunks have a long journey until they reach your hand. 

Before taking on some very interesting shapes, these wooden parts get mixed in rivers with rain water and 

carried by rivers to the sea. They come out on the beach almost as if it has been sandpapered, so it does not 

require much work on it. 

You can also transform your old sail into a new product. Or you can make sea scented decoration materials 

with wood pieces that are washed over by rivers and seas.    

Easy recipe on board: 

Bulgur salad with red beet 

 Ingredients: 1 red beet, 2 cups of fine bulgur, 2 onions, 1 

coffee cup of vegetable oil, 2 tablespoons of pepper 

paste, 1 pinch of black pepper, 1 pinch of parsley, 1 pinch 

of spring onion, 4-5 leaves of lettuce and 1 lemon. 

Peel and grate the beetroot. Take it into the pot and add 

enough water to cover it completely and boil it until it is 

slightly soft. Add bulgur over the boiled beets, close the lid of the pot, leave the bulgur to swell. Chop the 

onions in a different pot. Add oil and fry. When the color of the onions turns pink, add tomato paste and keep 

frying. After adding the spices and roasting for 1-2 more minutes, turn off the stove. Mix the bulgur, which is 

swollen well, into the pot in which you have roasted the onion. Add the finely chopped scallions, parsley and 

lettuce into the pot and mix them well, and serve with the addition of lemon juice and pomegranate syrup if 

you wish. Bon Appetit…   



Marine maps are now in your pocket … 

 Navionics, the application that you can download to your mobile phone from Google Play and App Store, 

brings detailed marine maps to your pocket on small boats whose GPS systems cannot be adapted. 

In the mobile application of Navionics, which is a 

marine navigation program that includes detailed 

maps for sailing, fishing, diving and all other 

activities in the water, you can mark and save the 

fishing areas on your map, pay attention to the 

details of the maps while determining your route and 

stay away from dangerous areas… 

It gives a detailed view of the sea floor in various 

shades of blue with its sonar and satellite images. 

This visual data also helps to identify areas richest in 

fish. With relief shading, these maps can clearly 

reveal the stiffness of the sea floor by overlapping 

sonar images. So you can easily determine the transition areas. 

Fun-guaranteed sea toys  

 Seabed, water mat, inflatable platform, pedalo, 

canoe, paddleboard or jet ski... These fun gadgets that 

come to mind in the first place when it comes to 

holiday are the best known sea toys. The new 

generation marine toys developed with the help of 

technology also increase the pleasure of the users. 

Technological marine toys are equipped with new 

generation features. The Seabob diving up to a depth 

of 40 meters with its electric motor for speed lovers under the sea, the Quadrofoil moving as if flying on the 

sea, and the electric jet surfboard reaching a speed of 60 kilometers per hour are among some of the 

remarkable examples. 

Marine toys, developed with electric motors and smart 

designs, allow both sports activities and more fun time at sea. 

There are new 

generation pedalo 

Schiller Bike, electric 

surfboard Jet Board, 

Hobie Mirage Eclipse 

that enables walking 

on the water by 

pressing the pedals. 

Moreover, you can put them on your boat as they are relatively 

compact. You can get information from the Karina Yacht Market in 

Teos Marina Bazaar to find the one that suits you. 



  

Mermaids met online at Teos Marina 

The annual meeting of “the Mermaids” took place under pandemic conditions through online events from 

Teos Marina. Mermaids consist of women of many different ages who love the sea and who are enriched by 

the wisdom of the blue seas. They sail in almost all conditions, cruise the turquoise coasts of our country and 

even cross oceans. 

In the program, which includes talks and workshops, Ege Ayardoğan and Teos Yacht Sailing Club Public 

Relations Representative Behice Uğan told the short story of Teos from past to present. In the "I Write to the 

Sea - I Draw the Sea" workshop, the licensed athletes of Teos Yachting and Sailing Club drew up and depicted 

their feelings about the sea under the leadership of Arzu Tülümen and Dilara Polat. Füsun Bay Canbay and 

Teos Marina General Manager Faruk Günlü had a conversation about why the Mermaids are in Teos Marina. 

Female sailors on the trail of Oda Boro 
Participants of the "Conversation with Women Who Made a World Tour in the Footsteps of Oda Boro", 

moderated by Nadire Berker and Hülya Leigh, were Christina Karamanoğlu, Zuhal Atasoy, Türkan Yöney, 

Hattaya Sür, Elif Yurtbulmuş, Ayfer Er, Ebru İşletici and Elaine Selis. 

Under the title of "Journey to the New World", Hülya Leigh and Kısmet Deniz Polat shared their adventures in 

the Atlantic and America on the same route, 21 years apart. Author Gülin Bozkurt's presentation "There Are 

Oceans To Overcome" addressed ocean stories and resilience to change. All events took place in accordance 

with the pandemic rules, and were broadcast on the online Mermaids Platform's Facebook, Youtube and 

Instagram pages. 

STS Bodrum, Turkey's first and only sailing school ship, was planned to be the guest of Teos Marina to take 

anchor from Bodrum to participate in the Teos Marina event of the Mermaids Platform. However, traveling 

with Bosav and Platform members, she could not participate in the program due to a last minute 

breakdown..  



Let's leave a livable world to children   

 It is necessary to roll up our sleeves today to leave a green, healthy and livable world to future generations. 

Everything that is not used correctly begins to deteriorate, become dirty, old and gradually disappear over 

time, and sometimes it does not. Let's examine our responsibilities for a livable world together. 

1. The first thing 

we should pay 

attention to in 

our lives is 

energy saving. 

For example, we 

can prevent 20 

kg of carbon 

dioxide gas 

from escaping 

into the 

atmosphere by 

using our choice 

of energy saving 

bulbs. 

2. The use of excessive water causes the depletion of natural resources day by day. If we do not keep the 

water constantly running even while brushing our teeth and washing our hands, we can save an average of 

70 liters water per day. 

3. We must try to reduce carbon emissions in our daily life. We can pay attention to the environmental 

friendliness of the tires we use in our motor vehicles, and we can choose to cycle or walk for short distances. 

In fact, we can get one step closer to reducing our carbon footprint by including the transition to electric 

vehicles, which are becoming widespread in the world, in our plans for a sustainable life. 

4. When we start to consume only as much as we need, the amount of waste we produce will be visibly 

reduced. If we dispose of our wastes by sorting them according to their types, it will be much easier to 

recycle. With an understanding of consumption respectful to nature, we would also save the energy and 

water consumed in the use of these products. 

5. We should choose the brands we use frequently not only according to its quality and price performance, 

but also by paying attention to the environmental awareness of manufacturers. 

6. Unless there is a very important reason, we should take care to use e-invoices instead of paper invoices. 

7. It may be convenient, light and cheap, but plastic is one of the biggest concerns in the world today. Plastic 

is in so much daily life that it seems difficult to live without and to design a life that does not contain plastic 

seems much more difficult. Plastics accumulate on the earth as they do not disappear for a long time. We can 

choose non-plastic packaging such as cloth bags and glass bottles. 

8. By protecting the places we live in and our natural resources, we can contribute to the survival of the world 

at all times. Because improving environmental health depends on both the scarcity of resources necessary for 

life and the improvement of the conditions that lead to the abundance of pollution. 

If we make them a habit ourselves and manage to instill this thought in the people around us, we will leave a 

huge gift to the world and future generations. 

 



A bit of history: Who remained from 

the ancient Ionians of Teos?    

The ancient port city of Teos has two harbors in the south and north. The Archaic Period city walls  

have not survived, but the Hellenistic Period city wall is 4 km long and surrounds an area of 

approximately 65 hectares. In this area, there are Acropolis, Dionysus Temple, Theater, 

Parliament Building, Agora, Agora Temple and a large cistern. You can visit and see the ruins of 

Teos Ancient City. On the other hand, the Imperial Cult Temple and the Forum, which is surrounded 

by colonnaded galleries, and both ancient harbors are outside the Hellenistic Wall. 

Strabon and Pausanias, one of the ancient writers, say that Teos was first founded by Athamas and for this reason 

it was called "Athamantis" by the famous Lyric Poet Anakreon; the city later joined the Ionian colony. 

Archeological excavations in the ancient city show that the city was inhabited since the Protogeometric Period 

(around 1000 BC). 

Although Thales, the philosopher of Miletus, proposed Teos as the union center of 12 Ionian cities in about 600 BC 

due to its location in the center of the Ionian Region, this proposal was not accepted. The commercial relations of 

the city of Teos in the 6th century BC can be traced back to Ancient Egypt. 

As in all Anatolia, Teos was captured by the Persian commander Harpagos after 545 BC. The prosperity of the city 

increased so much that the people of Teos supported the Lade Sea War in 494 BC with 17 ships. The city, which is a 

member of the First Attica-Delos Sea Union, paid 6 talents (ancient currency) tax to this union like Erythrai (Ildırı). 

With the Peace of Antalkidas (387/6 BC) signed between the Greeks and Persians, Teos again came under Persian 

rule. He regained his freedom with Alexander the Great in 334 BC. Although Antigonos Monophthalmos planned 

to combine the neighboring city Lebedos (Ürkmez) and Teos (Synoikismos) in order to create big cities, this plan 

could not be implemented. 

It is learned from a long inscription found in the city that a group of pirates attacked the city in 300 BC and 

kidnapped many men, women and children and demanded a large amount of ransom after emptying the city 

vault, whereupon the people of Teos had to make a special decision. According to this decision, the residents of 

the city had to declare that they gave their wealth, consisting of money, jewelry and valuable items, to their cities 

as loans to be repaid to them at 10% interest. Towards the end of the century (204 BC), the city 

continued to be important, especially with the privileges and rights given to the Temple of Dionysus. 

Teos, which was attached to the Kingdom of Pergamon in the Period of Attalos I (241-197 BC), III. 

During the Attalos Period (138-133 BC), it was under Roman rule when the king left his lands to 

Rome through a will. The city has been within the borders of Asia State of Rome since 129 BC. 

The diversity of architectural structures found throughout the city shows that the city continued 

its importance in the Roman Empire Period. 

Due to the importance of the Dionysus cult in the city and its surroundings, the Ionian and 

Hellespontos Dionysos Artists Association, consisting of poets, musicians, theater actors and 

singers, was established in Teos in the second half of the 3rd century BC. After a while, this 

community, which was seen as a source of unrest in the city, was sent first to Ephesos (Selçuk), 

then to Myonnessos (Doğanbey) and finally to Lebedos (Ürkmez). Famous poets Antimachus and 

Anakreon, philosophers Nausiphanes and Democritos, historian Hekataios and Aritoteles' library 

was bought by Apellikon, who was also from Teos. 

 


